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20. Step Three, Each element of the TASK corresponds to the generation of one Enolish
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(1) a "syntactic separator" to separate or connect generated snetences. Steo Three takes
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"reads" the TASK, executes the transformations indicated there, combines the altered
kernels of each set into a sentence, performs a pronominalization process, and finally
produces the appropriate English word string. This approach subdivides a hard problem
into three more manageable and relatively independent piecesJI..It uses linguistically
motivated theories at Step Two and Step Three. As implemented so far, Step Three is
small and highly efficient. The system is flexible; all the transformations can be
aDDlied in any order. The system is general; it can be adapted easily to many domains.
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*AflS'[RAC[: 'Il-us paper outlines a three-step plan for generating English toxt from, any semnltic
representation by applying a set of syntactic transformations to a collection of kern ,I scntences. Theli paper
focuses on describing a program which realiies the third step of this plan. Sivj n-c scpiraics thc gi~ en

* F-2preseiu~clLUo into groups and generates from each group a set of kernel sentences. Cn I~wo mlst decide,
based upon both syntactic and thematic considerationts, the set of transformations that. -iould 1), performed

* upon each set of' kernels. 'lhc output Of the first two steps provides the '[FASK" for Stcl, 'Ihie. Each
element of the [ASK corresponds to the generation of one Fnglish sentence, and in i-in ma,; he defined as a
uiple consisting of: (a) a list of kernel phrase markers; (b) a list of transformations to he pertort-ed upon thie
list of kernels; (c) a "syntacLic separator" to separate or connect generated sentences. SteP Three takes as

-input the results of Step One and Step Two. 'I hie programn "hich implements Step 'I hree "reads" thle *l'ASK,
*executes the t rans form ations indicated dhere, combines thle altered kernels of' each set into a sentence,
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linguistically motivated theories at Step 'Iwo and Step Th'lree. As implemented so ft~r, Step 'Ilhree is small
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§0. Introduction

Suppose that a computer contains a semantic representation of a certain sCque ice of events or flicts.

For many reasons, it is useful to generate English text from such a represmntation. This paper

outlines a three-step plan for generatin, English text from any semantic representation by applying

a set of syntactic transformations to a .Ilection of kernel sentences or phrase markers.' The paper

fVxuses on describing a program called GEN which realizes the third step of this plan.

Lep One of the Language Generation Procedure (LGP) separates the given semantic

representation into groups and generates from each group a set of kernel phra ;e markers. A phrase
marker can be used in one of several syntactic roles: a matrix clause K0, an embedded clause K or

a relative clause K 2. The role of a given phrase marker must be specified in Step One.

Stemp Two of the LGP Must decide, based upon both syntactic and thematic considerations, the set

of transformations that should be performed upon each set of kernels.

-0
The output of the first two steps provides the input for Step Three. We will sometimes refer to this

input as the "TASK" for Step Three. Each element of the TASK corresponds to the generation of

one English sentence, and in turn may be defined as a triple consisting of:

(a) a list of kernel phrase markers generated by Step One;

(b) a list of transformations, obtained from Step Two, to be performed upon the list of

kernels;

(c) a "syntactic separator" (punctuation mark, conjunction, etc.) to separate or connect

generated sentences.

Step Three takes as input the results of Step One and Step Two. The program GEN which

implements Step Three of the generator "reads" the TASK, executes the transformations specified

there, combines the altered kernels of each set into a sentence, performs a pronominalization

process, and Finally produces the appropriate English word string.2

1. The definition and the structure of kernel phrase markers(Semantic Frame Strucitre) is described in Section 1.
2. A comprehensive review of previous approaches to language generation can be found in [McDonald 1980].

S*. .
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For example, given the Ibllowing kernels:3

K0 = a young woman asked it (1)

K, = this man ate the cake

the program can apply different sets of transfirnlations for altering the individual senlences or

c.)nibining them. Among the possible outputs are:'

I. After 0-NPI -'I'O: A young woman asked this man to cat the cake.

2. After QUESTION: Did a young woman ask this man to eat the cake?

3. After NOT1: Did a young woman ask this man not to cat the cake9  (2)

4. After PASSIVE: Was tis man asked by a young woman not to cat the cake?

4. After N'T: Wasn't this man asked by a young woman not to eat the cake?

Suppose that the program GEN takes as input the following TASK:

TASK1 = ((K0 K) (0-npl-to, Question) (?))

According to this TASK, the program applies the transformation 0-np1-to to the embedded clause

K1 and the transfomation Question to the matrix clause K0.Then the altered kernels are combined

and the resulting output is: "Did a young woman ask this man to cat the cake?" which is sentence

#2 in (2). If, for instance, we want to obtain sentence #5 from the set (2) above, the input TASK

should be:

TASK2 =((K0 K) (0-np-to Question Notl Passive N't) (?))

* The last step of the L.anguage Generation Procedure uses three different classes of syntactic

operations to "solve" the TASK provided by Step One and Step Two: the system of optional

commutative Trans/brmations the set of Transformational Filters whose application is obligatory

only if certain conditions are met, and the set of intrinsically ordered, obligatory Adjustments.

3. The word Lt is used here as a joining point.

4. For convenience, we append "I" to the name of a translormation %hich will he applied to an embedded clause, and
"2" to a transformation that will be applied to a relative clause. Nothing is appended to the matrix clause. Ile
significance of the names of transformations, such as 0-NP 1 - [0. will be explained below in Section 6.
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Belo%% is an actual example of* Fnglish ,ext generated by the progran GI .N fromi the kernels and

transformations of an appropriate inpt rASK :5

An old professor wanted t large Fnglish class to learn a story about
Macbeth. He didn't notice at young manl and a young lady eating a1 huge :
cake under tile desk. They were in danger, weremt they? I t)Itunately thc
peole who loved the Story ,botit Macbeth did not see them) either. Hear it
noN I At the heginnii g ofr tie story LIN Macbedi is hothered by tile fact
that Macbeth is not the kiij. Macbeth wvho was a nobleman is persuaded
by her to nitirdcr the king vith a knille because she wants Miacbeth to be
the king. She dies and Mlacbeth becomes unhappy. Macdll'if didn t see
Macbeth mlurder- the king. In the end Mlacbeth is killed by Macduff who
was a good friend of the ki ig. Were there sonic other stories ritten by
Shakespeare?'6

J hie pronouns found in this example we.-c not present in the input TASK, but were created by the

program!

Among the advantages of this approach are:

-it nicely subdivides a hard protlem into three more manageable pieces, such that each is

relatively independent of the others

- it uses linguistically motivated theories at Step Two and Step Three of the LOP

- as implemented so far, Step Three is small and highly efficient

- the system is flexible; all the transformations can be applied in any order

- the system is very general:, it can be adapted easily to many domains.

5. The following fragments show die structure of the TASK:

* (K,= An old professor wanted it: K = A large English class learns a story about Macbeth) (0-np l-tol) 0*

*(K 0=Macduff saw it: K 1=Macbeth murdered the king) (NtI O-npl-infA) 0*
(K0=ln the end Macduff kills Macbeth: K = Macduff was agood friend ofthe king) (Relative 2 Passive) 0.

* (K0 = Shakespeare wrote some othier stories) (Question Passive There)(?

* 6. The author apologizes for possible historical inaccuracy in the computer output.

7. The prononiinali/ation procedure is described in the Appendix 1.
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§11. Semantic Frame Structure

W'e will assume that the input semantic representation consists of a set of franies.8 Step One of the

L anlguage Genecration Procedure builds from the given represenltationl a set ofl ic1nelphra.se inarkrs

using three types of templates (nouin-template, verb- tem plate. adverb-temiplate) andl t~ko operations

(concatenation and conjunction) that assemble them. I he structure of th( templates is shown

below:

nouin-temnplate (NT) =(prep* dct* adj* nouin)

verb-temiplate (VT) (tense au). I aux2 aux3 verb)

adverb-temnplate (AT) =(mod adverb)

Here prep. de, adj. aux, mod are, respectively, abbreviations for preposition. Cctermniner. a.ljective.

auxiliary and modifier. Trhe Superscript * indicates that a string of one or muore symbols or their

* conjuinction is allowed. Tense also carries the grammatical features of NP -- its number, person,

and gender.

Each template is implemented as a list of pairs, an association list. The First element of the pair is

the name of the constituent. the second is its value. All constituents are optional. frany constituent

is absent, its value in the template is nil.

Given below are some sample templates:

NTl= ((prep nil) (det a) (adj (young pretty)) (noun lady)) "a young pretty lady"

N'r ((prep %ith) (dct (all the)) (adj nice) (nouin books)) "~with all die nie books"

NT = ((prcp (from out of)) (det the) (adj nil) (noun darkness)) "from out Of the darkness"

d VT = ((tense past) (auxi can) (aux2 have) (aux3 nil) (verb notice)) "could have noticed"

AT' = ((mod very) (adverb well)) "very well"

* The following two operations are allowed:

8. The term "frame" was introduced in [Minsky 1975). The Frame Representation Linguage (FRI-) developed in
I Roherts and Gioldstein 19771 can be used as an example of such representation. In this paper, however, for testing
purposes ~e will consider a set of kernel phrases as the input. A parser has been designed and imiplemented in order to
process the kernel phrases. The description of the parser can he found in the Appendix 2.
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I. Concatenation: CiONC (Xl X2) ---- > Xl X2

2. Conjunction: CONJ (XI X2) ---- > X I conj X2

Y where X I and V2are two temiplates of the samce type. and coi Is a Conjunction such as. and. or. etc.

' I lie structure of the framies can be defined in terms of thle temlplatesand perCIations. as llollows:

Noun-framn (NF) is any appropriate9 SCCLIecflC of applications of the operations CONC and

CONJ applied to the nouin-template NT.

l'crb-frain' (VF) and aLdverb-framke (AF) are defined in the same mianner, as a sequtence of

applications of CONC and CONJ applied to VT and ATF. respectively.10

* 1 he nounl-framne will be called prepositionless if it does not begin with a1 precposition.

* F or example:

*NF ((prep nil) (det nil) (adj nil) (nouin Ivan) (conj and)

(prep nil) (det nit) (d i)nonMra)-"Ivan and Maria".

Each of the prepositionless nouin-frames in a sentence has a particular semiantic role associated with

it: agent. goal, or theme.

Agent is a thing that causes the action to occur.

Goal is the recipient or the benieficiary of the action.

Theme is a thing that undergoes a state of change.

As an example, in the sentence "Ivan gave Maria all his money". Ivan is the agent who causes the

action to happen; Maria is the goal, as the beneficiary of his action-, and all his mioney is the theme

that transfers fromn Ivan to Maria.

* To construct a kernel phrase marker we have to put together a subset of the following set of framres:

NF11 iI, NF "t, NFOd NiFt~CIIC, NF 'j APfl1a!, A Fh'I, AFnna, VF (3)

* Here N~iIgcn NF",al and NFt"mC are noun fr-ames that play, respectively, the roles of agent, goal,

9. the present paper will not discuss restrictions on the usage of these two operations. This issue properly belongs to

Si On oftheLanguage Generation Procedure.

10. In the imnplementation we have assinled that the vcrb-frame VF =tensc auxI aux2 aux3 verb.
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or theme in a sentence," N ["i"tIl aind NF"" are noun fraiiies that AillI be tranisoried litter into0

the init I and final prepositionA phrases: A F"'. AP Fcd. and AF""'' are adverb frames that will

be transformed into adverbs in initial, inedial, and] final position1s. All these elemients are op~tionial.

In thc actual imiplementationi kernel pl rase markers have thle structure of an asso~ciationl list. We

* will call it a Semantic I-ramie Strucur (SF5S). ie [tiglish word string corresponding to the

* Semnantic Frame Structure oh' kernel pirase marker we will call a kernel sentence.

For instance. the Semantic Frame Structure for the kernel sentene "Yesterday the young man11

1) ught Maria a beautifuil present" is:

((AF"'" ((mod nil) (adverb yesterday)))

(N Pgel! ((prep nil) (det the) (adj young) (noun man)))

(VF ((tense past) (auxi nil) (aux2 nil) (aux3 nil) (verb buy)))

(NP ((prep nil) (det nil) (adj nil) (noun Maria)))

(NFhemel ((prep nil) (det a) (adj beautiful) (noun present))))

A set of such Frame Structures together with a set of trans formation s to be performied upon them is

t ie input to the program (iFN. The pr-ogram does not require any order of constituents in the SFS,

but the following phrase structure rules are assumed for kernel sentenceS.' 2

KF --- > SF VF CF

SF --- > NIF nifl- NF aent (4)

CF --- )> NF90a' NFhcme NFla

* where KF stands for kernel frame, SF - subject frame, VF - verb frame. CF - complement framec.

* .Given these phrase structure rules, the general form of a kernel phrase marker is:

NF iit'l" NPlcc' VF N!9; NEhelne NF (5)n

As an example, here is the Semantic Frame Structure for the sentence "that young mian with black

eyes could have been teaching our class in Boston":

11. In Section 7 we will des.crihc how the semantic roles associated with the noun-framnes are used to define tile
transformat ion Dative Vovenwnt rnd its interaction with Passive.

* 12. Adv eiii fiamieb A~ini' ,' Al F"';t1, and A [7111:1 have bten. tior Sillpkit !eft out of'the phrase stnucture rules.
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((N -  ((prep nil) (det that) ('ldj young) (noun man)

(prep %ith) (dot nil) (adj black) (noun eyes)))

(VF ((tense past) (aux1 can) (aux2 have) (au.3 be) (verb teach))) (6)

(N ((prep nil) (det our) (:idj nil) (noun class)))

(N Ffl1 ((prep in) (det nil) (adj nil) (noun IBoston))))

U2. Iransrornalional Structure

[he Semantic Frame Structure providt s a semantic description of a kernel sentence which includes

constituents such as NF"". NF , aid NF C
'' . Because these semantic co istituCllts represent in

ionie sense a part of the underlying "meaning" of the sentence, their valuei do not change after

applying transfornations. However, the SFS does not give a syntactic representation complete

enough to allow transformations to be directly applied. We must first construct an augmented

representation from the Semantic Frame Structure, the Transformational Structure (IS), which

- gi~es a structural encoding of the information in the sentence. This structure will serve as tile

domain of application for all transfori'ations. The Transformational Sructue consists of syntactic

* - constituents such as noun phrases (NP), prepositional phrases (PP), auxiliary system, several dummy

elements, etc. The process of building the Transtbrmational Structure from the Semantic Frame

Structure is described as follows:

(a) The noun phrases and the prepositional phrases of the TS are derived from the noun frames of

the SFS. Each noun phrase indicates a certain fixed position in the Transformational Structure:

NP-position. NPI.5-position, or NP2-position.13 Each noun phrase is associated with one of the

prepositionless noun frames NF"" 1t, NF9° '1, or NF hCefle in the Semantic Frame Structure and

derives its value from the noun frame. The value of a noun phrase is a "two-tuple": it consists of a

semantic value, which is taken from the name of the noun frame and which indicates the role that

the noun phrase plays in the sentence: ageni, goal, or theme, and a lexical value, which is the actual

word string in the noun phrase. Transformations (for example. Passive or Dative Alovetent) may

interchange the values of noun phrases; therefore, after such a transformation has been applied, the

affected noun phrase receives not only the new word string as its lexical value, but also the new

13. Later on by a reference to a noun phrase NP1, NP .,, or NP2' we will mean the noun phrase which is located in ihe

corrcsponding position in the 1 ransforniational Structure. For instance, reference to NP1 calls for a noun phrase in the

NilP-position in the TS.
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Semlanitic role as its semantic vatile. IIn Section 7 we " ill describe hiow this impljortanlt liCatUre is uised

ito deline the transformations of Dalive M~ovement and Passive.

W 'e will assumne that the noun phrases NP,. NI), and NP) inlitially- obtainl their %allies fr-om 11hC

- I fanes NF W Nvtd. and NFI"I". respectively. If only two nioun frames NF"" zind] NF I::

*~ re present in the iniput Semantic Frame Structure, the corresponding Iransl'Orniatioiial St ructure

N'ill have only two NP-positions: NP, and NP,.'*4 If there is only one nouin frame NF il finlte

SFS, there will be only one nlounf phrase NP, in the [s. The Semantic Fi-anic Structure in the

examnple (6) will be transformed to:"5

((NP, (That young man with black eyes))

(TENSE past) (AUXI can) (AUX2 have) (AUX3 be) (VERBI teach) (7a)

(N P, (our class)) (PPr"1d (in Boston)))

(o) A special procedure, ",ffix stripping", is accomplished on the auiirlmnso h

verb-framec to separate each auxiliary verb from its affix."6 The affixes of the auxiliaries Modal, Ill-.and HAVE are, respectively, 0,n, adj.Th noation reflects the fact that in an English

* sentence after a Modal conies an infinitive, after H-AVE conies the past participle. and after 13E

* comnes the progressive form of the verb [Chomsky 1957]. If the sentcnce has r-o auxiliary verbs inl it,

the auxiliary do (without an affix) is inserted as a value of the AUXi.

((N P, (That young man with black eyes))

(TENSE past) (AUXI can) (AFFIXL 0) (7b)

(AUX2 have) (AFFIX2 en) (AUX3 be) (AFFIX3 ing) (VERBI teach)

(NP 2 (our class)) (PPFlt.. (in Boston)))

- . (c) Several dummy elements are inserted in the TS which are left unspeciFiedl" Until the appropriate

transformation activates them and assigns the necessary values. Two elements NFG I and NEG2

* that wsill he used in the contracted and full forms of English negative are inserted after the first

auxiliary verb. COMP is inserted in the beginning of the structure and INFL - beibore the fIrlst

* auxiliary verb. These will be used in constructing different embedded clauses. Thus thie Semantic

11. This is the reason for having the obscure indices 1,.1.5, and] 2 for the noun phrases.

15. In these diagraiis we do not show the semantic vAlucsof the noun phrases.

16. ihe inmcrse operation. A)TI.A Hopping, which is performed after all the t ransfoi mat ions have been aipplied. attaches
evcry affix Ifo the inimediatet) following verb.

17. In tLhe implementation the values of unspecified elements NFG!. NFG2. COMP. and INFt. are namecs of thosc
c~liits.
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I'lramei St rulctu Ie (6) has now been transkornICed int 1A I an Sloru-itioma! St ructtuic on /c) M hilch

translormiations Call operate:

((COMP comp) (NP 1 il oig 111,11 101 )llhack eyes))

(1 [NSF past) ( NII infl) (AU)\I can) (NkG I negi ) (NFG2 net!') (All IX! 0) (7)

(AU\2 have) (\ 11\2 en ) (A \J\3 be) (A I-1l\3 Ing) ( \ 11M l teach)

(N 112 (rclS)) (lIJ)'L (in Iloston)))

"lie I ransformational Structure of a kernel sentence is a flat list structure which suggests a moure

s. mple and flexible way to define an I perform thle transforiations. Onl the otlier hand. the

s* mcnce obtainied after combining se.,eral kernel sentences is represented ais an embedlded list

tructure (tree Structure). [his allows the application of the iransfoi-ialinnal filters acrss thle

kernels (see Section 6). and also permit an easier interface with the results of'other researchers- fior

example. sentence internal pronomninal i 'ation (see [I asnik 19761, [Reinhart 1 9761. [Sidner 1 9791).

§ 3. Transformations and Adjustments

ILet K be a surface word string that corresponds to the input Semlai 'ic Frame Structdure. In Section

it has been described how thle Semantic Frame Structure SFS(K) is mapped into thle

Transformational Structure TS( K). The Transformational Structure serves ais thle domua in of

application for all Tranz.sforrnations listed in the input [ASK. However, after all thle traiu.tbrnations

have been applied. the resulting Translbormation Structure TS (K) cannot yet be the source for the

correct English word string. Additional "clean-up" operations onl thle TIransfornmational Structure,

tdjustmentis, must be employed in order to obtin thle grammatical output -- thle altered kernel K*

L~et us consider this process in detail:

(a) [Hie Semantic Frame Structure of tile kernel sentence K is mnapped IN11 into a Transformational

Structure TS(K).

(b) A set of transformations IT) is applijed. Fach transformnation operates on the Iranstlbriational

Structure. alters it and passes die altered structure to the next transformation.

(c) A set of special "clean-up" adjustments I A}I is activated in order to get the tet minal [uglish word

string K The adjmutents operate oil the altered Transformational StrucItur lS(K).

Tile Following diagram (8) illustrates this process:

{MI 0,}* JI

SFS(K)-------- > [5(K) -------- )> TS (K)-------- > K(8
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Iagraini (8) provides a way' to define i'rasfirmaion adlj.in/. iihsossani lilt', j

and important distinction betweeni them based onl comparing the input kernel sentenLc K %N itl the

output word string K 0

Definitions:

.Assumie that the set of transformations {'li is emipty. A set of optraI~tis I A Ion ilie

Transformaitional Structure 15(K) of an input kernel sentence K will be ca led Atjiotncns it' Ink

L agrani (8) the follIowing equality hol1ds: K = K

\iAn operation T on the Transforinatioi'al Structure 15(K) of an input kern]. sentence K %vill be

called a T'ransformation if in diagram (')') the following inequality holds: K # K .In this paper we

*Will use [lhe notation T(K) to refer to Cie English word string that corresponits to the result Of the

* action of the transformation T onl 15(K).

* According to these definitions, Such operations as Passive, Question. There Insertion.' 8 etc. are

Transforinations because they alter the original sentence. For example, as the result of successive

application of these transformations the sentence "Ivan ate a carrot" will be transformed into

"A carrot was eaten by Ivan", "Was a :-arrot eaten by Ivan" and then to "Was there a carrot eaten

by I van." The transformia tions are part of a planning vocabulary, that is, each of them must be

* listed in the input TASK.

* On the other hand, the obligatory operations like Affix Hopping Do Deletion, N't flopping, etc.

together constitute the clean-uip Adjustmens1 of the Transformational Structure whose goal is to

obtain the : cessary English output after all the transformations have been applied. They never

* appear in the input TASK. If the set of transformations IT} is empty, the original kernel sentence

* K will not be altered.

* Ad justments are meaning-preserving, purely syntactical operations on the Transforniational

* Structure. Transformations, on the contrary, can affect the meaning (or emphasis) of a ker-nel

*sentence. In fact, the meaning of a sentence obtained after combining several kernels altered by

translbrniations is built with the help of these transformations. In that sense, one can consider

Isf rnaion s semantic (mecaning-altering) operaitions on the Transtiormational Strtuctu re.

18. [Dc description of thesc transhorniat ions will be given in Section 7.

19). Scclion 5 exanlincs the Adiu.stmnns and thc Separation and Ordering (ionviruints imnposed upon them.
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§ 4. ('ommutativity

Definitions:

Domain ofDe[initon 2(T) ofa transtormtion T is the set of all sntenlces K such Ih,,t I (K) is a

.animnatical sentence. I he Iact that the sentence K belongs to the donlain of .clinition of the

tanslbrmation f is expressed in the Following way: K C 2(T).

'I wo transformations T, and T, are comtutative with respect to a set of kernel phrase markers X if

)r each phrase marker K C 8 the folloA ing relations hold:

K C Q(11), K C u(r2), -t-(K) C .(l), r,() C i (9)

aid

l'I(T2(K)) = 1, 2(T(K)) (10)

iH other words, the transformations Ti and T2 are commutative if the equality (10) holds I'r the

corresponding domains of definition of T, and T2

As an example, let us consider again the sentence K = "Ivan ate a carrot." T he commutati% ity of

tie transformations -rp = Passive and To = Question can be checked for thi. sentence because all

the four outputs are grammatical and T,(rQ(K)) = TQ(T'P(K)), i.e. we have the following

cor mutative diagram (11):

Question

K = Ivan ate a carrot ----------- > To(K) = Did Ivan eat a carrot

Passive I Passive (11)

JQuestion

(K)= A carrot was eaten by Ivan --------- > T(T (K)) = Was a carrot eaten by Ivan

Considering another pair of transformations: T,= Passive and T,., There Insertion shows that

the commutativity of the transformations T, and "r cannot be checked for the sentence K =

"Ivan ate a carrot." The transformations can be applied in the order: 1. Passive, 2. There Insertion,

resulting in:
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"I1,(K) - A carrot was eaten by Ivan.

T 0(T,(K)) = There was a carrot caten by Ivan.

But it is not possible to apply the transformations T, and TH in the reverse order because the

sentence K does not contain the verb b.'. which is necessary tir There Insertion to "ork. 'Ihis do(es

not mean, however, that the two transfi rmations: Passive and There Insertion are not. or cannot be

made. Colmmutative. The previous exaunple does not contradict our delinition of commutativity

because the sentence K in this example does not belong to the domain of definition of the There

b,,serlion transformation.

A similar problem arises with the sentence: K = "A boy was eating the cake." Here it is possible to

a,)ply either TP = Passive.

T,(K) The cake was being eaten by a boy

or T. = There Insertion:

Tn(K) = There was a boy eating the cake

But we cannot apply There Insertion after Passive, nor can we apply Passive after There Insertion. In

both cases the result will be unacceptable 0 because the noun phrase the cake is definite, but There

Insertion is restricted to sentences with an indefinite first noun phrase:

* There was the cake being eaten by a boy

The following diagram (12) illustrates this example:

There Insertion

K = A boy was eating the cake --- - ---------------- > II (K) Thl1ere was a boy eating the cake

Passive Passive (12)

* There Insertion
.. lP(K) 'The cake was being eaten by a boy -------------------- * 'There was the cake being eaten by a boy

20. 1he asterisk * before a sentence indicates that the sentence is "u|naccepable", or ungrammatical.

..9
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Again. as in the pre% ious e\ample. the icet that we cal apply both 1 and FI to the sentence K. but

cannot apply 1ii to I ,(K) or I, to I.l(K). does not mean that there is no coilllativity in the

system. It means only that in this case the sentence K is irrelevant to the qiesion of comnmutatik ity

because K does not satisf) the conditions (9) specified in the definition of c nimLitati\ ity, K does

not belong to the set of kernel phrase markers 1 with respect to which conimt, ativity was defined.

One of the requirements that we impose upon the system is the pos! ibility to apply the

Irnsformations in any order (equality (10)). Once this is done. the domain mnnbershil (conditions
(9)) becomes crucial: all the sentences obtained at each step of the transform ition derivation must

he grammatical.

Definition:

N transformations T 12 .T arc comnmutativ¢ with respect to a set of kernl phrase markers H if

for any i and j the two transformations F. and T. are commutative with respect io the set 8 and if for

any m < N the result of application ofany composition ofni different transformations I T. T
2 '2

to a sentence K C : Ti (T ... (T (K))...) is a grammatical sentence.

In this paper we will build a system of Commutative Transformations that will permit us to "solve"

the TASK given by Step One and Step Two of the Language Generation Procedure and to generate

corresponding English text. The commutativity of the system gives more flexibility to the first two

steps of the LGP. The decisions of how to separate the input semantic representation into groups of

kernel phrase markers and which of the transformations to apply will not depend on the order of

the transformations. It will be based only on the domain of definition of each particular

transformation and on the meaning that this transformation adds to the meaning of the generated

sentence.

§5. Adjustments

This section will examine the clean-up Adjustments, operations which further alter the

Transformational Structure after all the transformations have been applied, in order to obtain the
correct English output. We will start with an example. Consider the following kernel sentence
K0 = "Ivan was eating pot,,es." The Transformational Structure TS(K0) for the kernel K0 is

shown in (13):
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((COMP comp) (NP1 (Ivan))

II:NSI past) (INF. infl) (AUXI be) (NI'GI negl) (NEG2 neg2) (AI:FIX1 ing) (13)

(AUX2 nil) (AFFIX2 nil) (AUX3 nil) (A-FIX3 nil) (VERB cat)

(NP2 (potatoes)))

Stippose that the program GEN gets as input the following TASK:

1 TASK = ((K 0) (N't Question) (.))

-'ere, N' is the notation for the contracted forni of the negative transformiafon. It simply inserts

n 't, the contracted form of not, as the 'alue of the element NEG1 of the TS. K0). Question is the

name of the question transformation. This transformation takes the thre., elentcins: TENSE,

AUXI and NEG1 in the Transformational Structure of a kernel sentence and moves them to the

front of the structure.

TS (KO), the altered Transformation Structure of TS(K.) after undergoing these two
transformations, is shown below in (14):

" . ((TENSE past) (AUXI be) (NEG1 n't) (COMP comp) (NP (Ivan))

(INFL infl) (NEG2 neg2) (AFFIX1 ing) (14)

(AUX2 nil) (AFFIX2 nil) (AUX3 nil) (AFFIX3 nil) (VERB eat)

(N P2 (potatoes)))

Now that all the transformations have been applied to TS(K0) let us consider how certain

Adjustments work on the resulting Transformational Structure (14).

(a) Garbage Deletion removes all the elements in the TS which have been left unspecified at this

point. It also rejects all elements whose value is nil. The result is:

((TENSE past) (AUX1 be) (NEG1 n't) (NP (Ivan))

"-* (AFFIXi ing) (VERB cat) (NP2 (potatoes)))

(b) Do I)eletion deletes the auxiliary do when it immnediately precedes a verb. But the

Iransfoirmational Structure is designed in such a way that the auxiliary do is inserted in the TS as a

* value of the AUXI only when the original kernel sentence does not contain any other auxiliary

* verbs. [here is no do in the Structure (14) since the auxiliary be is prcsent, thereforc the adjustment

Do Deletion is not applicable in this example.

* (c) A.f_ I!opping takes every affix that is immediately followed by a verb (including Ii-'FNSI. which
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a, mentioned in Section 1 also carries the grainmatical Ieaturcs of NI and attaches it to the ,,erb so

that the affix becomes part of it:

((AUXI %as) (NFG1 n't) (NP (Ivan))

(VFRIB eating) (NP, (potatoes)))

(d) Ni Hopping takes the element N E(; 1 of the Iransfornmltional StlUCture and attaches its value

nI ito the immediately preceding auxilia,'y verb.

((AUXI wasn't) (NPI (Ivan)) (15)

(VERB eating) (NP 2 (potatoes)))

1'ow that all the adjustments have beer, performed. the word string composed of the values of all

the constituents of the Transformatioaial Structure (15) produces the correct kernel sentence
K0 = "Wasn't han eating potatoes":

l'hus, we have examined the following four Adjustments: 21

1. Garbage Deletion

2. Do Deletion (16)

3. Affix Hopping

4. N't Hopping

We are going to show now that in order to build a system of Commutative transformations the

following two constraints must be imposed:

Separation Constraint: Any adjustment in the list (16) should be executed only after all the

transformations from the TASK have been applied.

Ordering Constraint: The adjustments must be applied only in the order in which they are

listed in (16).

First, in order to prove the necessity of the Separation Constraint we need to show that none of the

adjustments can be performed before a transformation. This can be shown by contradiction: we

will demonstrate for each of the adjustments in (16) that the violation of the Separation Constraint

prevents the application of certain transformations or leads to an infraction of commutativity.

21. In the implemented system there ire a few other adjustments. but for simplicity we will not discuss them here.
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Finding one counterexamiple to eveiy adjustment is sufficienit Fo~r a plool)I hecaluse od, theI

Conunutalit'ity of die system. For clarity, we will consider the iirgiliunts ill coniocci~ni %N ithi cither

the kernel sentence "Ivan ate the carrot" and its corresponding" lranslbrinational Stiructure (17):

((COMP comp) (NP1 (Ivan))

(TENSE past) (INHL inn') (AUXI do) (NEGI negi) (NIEG2 ncg2) (VE[RB eat) (17)

(N P1 (the carrot)))

* or with the kernel sentence "Ivan was ecting the carrot" and its Transformational Sticrure (18):

((COMP comp) (NP, (Ivan))

(TENSE past) (INFL, int'l) (AUIXi be) (NEGI negi) (NEG2 neg2) (AHFIXI ing) (18)

(VERB eat)

(NP2 (the carrot)))

2: 1. Garbasme Deletion cannot be performed before any transformation that uses the duimmy elements

in teTasomtoaSrutr;fritance. Negation, or any transformation that constructs

embedded clauses. This is because the elements reqjuired by such transformations would be deleted

by the Garbage Deletion adjustment before these transformiations could have been applied.

2. Do Deletion cannot be performed before the Question transformation. If it were. the auxiliary

* verb do which is necessary for the construction of the correct output of the Question transformation,

* "Did Ivan cat the carrot", will be prematurely deleted by the adjustment Do Deletion.

3. Affix HoD ing cannot be performed before any transformation that inserts a new verb or a new

* affix into the Transformational Structure. Suppose that the transformation Passive is to be applied

to the Transformational Strutcture (18) of the kernel sentence "Ivan was eating the carrot." Among

* other effects this transformation inserts the verb bg with the affix en in front of the main verb cat

into the Transformational Structure (18) in order to obtain the past participle of the verb.2

((COMP comp) (NP1 (The carrot))

(TENE pst)(IN . infi) (AUXI be) (NEGI negi) (NEG2 neg2) (AF-1-IXI ing)

(BE-PASS be) (EN-PASS en) (VERB cat)

(BY-PASS by) (NP2 (a))
_______ _______ _ 2__ (Ivan)))_

If the adjustment Affix Hopping had been applied to the TIransformational Structure (18) before the

- 22. [ he description of the Passive transformation can be lbund in Section 7.
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'as.sive transformation. the affix ii would "hop" onto the wrong ,erb cat ii'stead of the verb be.
j he affix en. inserted aftcr\ ards by the Passive transformation, could not "hop" on the \crb eat. As

a result, the system would not be able to output the expected sentence "I he carrot was being eaten
* by l~an."

4 1 he adjustment N Hoppin also cannot prccede certain transfOrmations. I.et us consider the

1 ransltornitional Structure I S Ibr the sentence "l\an ate the carrot" after the two transformations

( uestion and N't have been applied:

((IENSE past) (AUXI do) (NEGI n't) (COMP comp) (NP (Ivan))

(INfl. infl) (NEG2 neg2) (VEB eat)

(Nil, (the carrot)))

Ii" the adjustment N't Hopping is now applied before the transformation Passive, the element 1it will

be prematurely attached to the auxiliary verb do. As a result, it will be impossible to execute the

transformation Passive and transform the sentence "Didiii Ivan eat the cartot" into the sentence

"Wasn't the carrot eaten by Ivan."

We haxe shown that the adjustments are separated from the transformations. Now, to demonstrate

that the Ordering Constraint is needed, we will again examine the sentence "Ivan ate the carrot" and

its [ransformational Structure (17). We need to show that the adjustments must necessarily be

ordered as stated in (16): 1. Garbage Deletion, 2. Do Deletion. 3. Affix Hopping, 4. N't Flopping.

1. Garbage Deletion differs from the other three adjustments in (16) because it does not employ the

notion of adjacency required by all the other adjustments: Do Deletion deletes the auxiliary do

when it immediately precedes a verb: Affix Hopping attaches the affix to the verb immediately to its

rigit: N't Hopping attaches n't to the immediately preceding auxiliary verb.

Prior to the adjustment Garbage Deletion, the adjacency condition necessary for the application of

the other adjustments does not hold because of the presence of unspecified elements in the

Transformational Structure. Garbage Deletion should be executed first because it eliminates these

unspecified elements allowing the other adjustments to work. For example, Garbage Deletion

removes the unspecified elements NEG1 and NEG2 in the Transformational Structure shown

below, making it possible for Do Deletion to delete the auxiliary do since do and the main verb are

now adjacent:
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((NP, (Ivan))

(TENSE past) (AUXI do) (VERB eat)

(NP2 (the carrot)))

It should also be noted that the adjustrents Do Deletion. Affix topping. and N't Iopping do not

introduce any dummy or unspecified elements in the I'S which w ould otherwise have to be

removed by the Garbage Deletion.

2. Do Deletion must be performed before Affix Hopping. Otherwise, the value past of the liENSI"

,Aould "hop" onto the verb do instead of eat, and after executing all the adjustments on the

1 ransformational Structure (17) we would obtain the sentence "ivan did eat .he carrot" instead of

"Ivan ate the carrot" 23

3. The adjustment Affix Hopping caniot follow N't Hopping. To show this suppose that the

transformation N't has been applied to the Transformational Structure (17). After the Garbage

Deletion adjustment the TS will have the following form:

((NP (Ivan))

(TENSE past) (AUXI do) (NEG1 n't) (VERB eat)

(NP 2 (the carrot)))

* If now the adjustment N't Hopping is executed first, producing the new element don't, the Affix

/Hopping adjustment will not be able to attach the TENSE to the element don't. This observation

completes the proof of the Ordering Constraint.

Thus two different classes of operations on the Transformational Structure have been defined in

-- this paper so far: the optional commutative Transformations and the obligatory, intrinsically

ordered Adjustments. The Separation Constraint and the Ordering Constraint explain their mutual

relations.

§6. Connective Transformations

In this section we will examine the Connective Transfomations, a particular class of -nglish

Iransfornations which are used to construct sentences with Embedded Clauses. In order to form a

23. The scntence "Ivan did cal the carrot" is. of course, fully grammatical. It is the emphatic forni of the senlence "Ivan
aite the carrot" used to stress a ccltain semaitic mcssage. In designing the s stem we decided 111 to ai mw such sentences
so that AlI the adjustmcnLs would be obligatory.
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sentence of this type the system needs two kernel phrase markers as input: Ko - v. hich plays the role

of matrix clause and KI - %Nhich is used as the basis for the embedded clause. The word it will he

used as a joining point. The kernel sentence K0 must contain the word it, in ti1e role ol'either agent

or theme. A Connective Transformation when applied to the kernel sentence K1 is said to produce

the altered kernel K in the form appropriate for an embedded clause. tther transformations

(ifany) change the kernel K0 into K Then, a special procedure combines i le two altered kernel

Sentences by substituting the kernel K* for the joining point it in the kernel K,,

As an example of the procedure just de cribed, consider the following kernel sntences:

K0 = It bothers Maria (19)

Ivan has ignored that letter

The embedded clause K has the Transformational Structure below:

((COMP comp) (NP1 (Ivan))

('TNSE present) (INFI. infl) (AUXI have) (NEGI negl) (NEG2 neg2) (AtFIXI en) (20)

(V-RB ignore) (NP (that letter)))
2

Now suppose that one of the Connective Transformations, FOR-NP-TO, is to be applied. This

transformation produces afor-to-complement clause by inserting FOR and TO as the values of the

elements COMP and IN FL, respectively, in the Transformational Structure (20). The result is:

((COMP For) (NP1 (Ivan))

(TENSE present) (INFL to) (AUXI have) (NIGI negl) (NEG2 neg2) (AlI'IXi en)

(VERB ignore) (NP2 (that letter)))

2*

Then the transformed kernel sentence K= "For Ivan to have ignored that letter" is substituted

for the word it in the kernel K0 = "It bothers Maria" producing the sentence: "For Ivan to have

ignored that letter bothers Maria" as the result

The Connective Transformations form a family of transformations defined by three parameters,

each referring to a position in the Transformational Structure of the embedded clause: the

complementizer COMP, the first noun phrase NP and the complementizer INFL.

The parameter COMP indicates the affix which introduces the embedded clause. It can receive one

of the following four values: { POSS, THAT, FOR, 01. The affix POSS actually "hops" onto the

following noun during the Affix Hopping adjustment to form a possessive noun phrase. THAT and
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FOR are "independent" words and do not hop to the right like other affixes. 0 ieans that there is

no overt afex in this position.

-he parameter NP I takes on one of two values: I NP , 0} indicating whether or not the first nount

phrase of the embedded clause is present in the resulting sentence.

'lie parameter INFL may also be considered an affix specifying how (lie verb in the embedded

(lause should be inflected. It can have one of four values: I ING. IN F, TO. 0}. As in the case or

POSS, the value ING is the only "real" affix which hops onto the followinig verb producing the

i rogressive form. The value INF indicates that the following verb is in the infinitive form. 10 is

.n independent word which produces -he TO + infinitive form of the verb. 0 signals that no affix

is present, so the verb remains inflected for person. number and tense.

,A particut ar set of values for the three parameters COMP, NPV and INFI. is sufficient to determine

the form of the embedded clause completely (although not every possible triple produces a
grammatical English clause). Hence the commutative transformation which generates the

embedded clause is also uniquely determined. Therefore, we will use the %alues of these three

parameters to form the names for the Connective Transformations. Each name is rcpresented as a

Iriple consisting of the current values of the parameters COMP, NP and IN'-I. with the following

structure: COMP-NPi-INFL. We have already seen some examples of such names: 0-NP i-IO.

THAT-NP-0, FOR-NP -TO, etc.

The adjustment Affix Hopping deletes the element TENSE in the Transformational Strl tre

unless the value of the parameter INFL is 0. Consequently, most of the Connective

Transformations construct tenseless clauses. The exceptions are the transformations THAT-NP 0

and 0-NP1-0. To give examples with tensed embedded clauses let us consider now another kernel

sentence for the matrix clause: K0 = "Maria knows it." After combining the altered kernels, the

program outputs the following sentences:

1. Aftcr'lAT-NP -0 Maria knows that Ivan has ignored that letter

2. After 0-NP-01: Maria knows Ivan has ignored that letter

The rallsformations THAT-NP -0 and 0-NP -0 also differ from tile transformations which

produce tenseless clauses in their treatment of negative elements in the Transforniational Structure.

A general description of the action of a Connective Transformation can be stated as follows:

(a) Current values of the parameters COMP and INFI, from the natue of the transformation
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are inserted in the I ransformatioaal Structure.

* ;! (b) If the value of the parameter Nl is O. the element NP is removed from the Structure.

(c) If the value of INFI. is not 0. two negative elements. NEGI and NEG2, are iovcd from

their usual position after the first auxiliary verb and placed in [he front of J ENSE. Wc %0ill

call this phenomenon Neg Jump.

When the value of the parameter NP, is 0. the first noun phrase in the matrix clause must be

corelcrential with the first noun phras in the embedded clause. As an example, consider the pair

of kernel sentences:

K0  Ivan wanted it

K -Ivan kissed Mada

7 Suppose that the transformation 0-0-TO applies. This transformation inserts the required values of

COMP and INFL into the 'ransformational Structure for the kernel sentence K1 and deletes the

element NP1 in the Structure:

((COMP 0) (NP 0) (NEGI negl) (NEG2 neg2)

(TENSE past) (INFL. to) (AUXI do)

1 (VERB kiss) (NP 2 (Niaria)))

After all the adjustments have been performed and the altered kernels have been combined the

program will output: "Ivan wanted to kiss Maria."

in the example above Neg Jump takes place only vacuously because the unspecified elements

NEG1 and NEG2 are removed from the Transformational Structure. It is also difficult to see this

phenomenon if the kernel sentence Ki does not have any auxiliary verbs because after the Garbage

Deletion adjustment nothing will be left in the TS for NEG to jump over. This phenomenon can be

observed in a sentence in which the negative transformation Not also applies. The following TASK

provides us with the appropriate examples:

TASK = ((K o K1) (That-np-O1 Not, For-np-to1 Poss-npl-ing,) (.))

Here K. and Ki are the kernel sentences from (19):

K It bothers Maria (19)
K1 - Ivan has ignored that letter

Neg Jump can be observed by comparing either sentences #2 with #3 or sentence- #. with #4

t " " • : " " K .. .• iv an as ig n tha letter : - t " ,- - --. . . . . .
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in (21):

1. AfterTIII,\-N P I-01: That k an has ignored that letter hothcr'S Maria

2After N0T1: That I~ an has not ignor':d that letter bothers fai ia(21

3. A fter I OR- N P1 '0 1: For I %an not to it% e ignored that letter botheris IN laria

*4. After l'OSS-NP1 I-lNGC I\ vail' ot hajLin ignored that letter bothers Maria.

The system contains a fiily of ten different Connective Tranjbrmaiotis uised to constrtuct

,ntences with various emnbedded clauses. An example of' thle application of each of these

* transt'ormations is given in the table below:

TA BLE 1

T,,/raiinto, ilairiv Clause Fuuil'edded Clause S'entfence

FHIAl-NP1 -11) It bothers Maria Ivan ignored thle letter That Ivan ignored tle letter- bothers Miaria

1*1I IA I -N P - I N Maila su~ggestS it Ivan is silent Maria silggests that I vanl he Silent

0-NI 11 -IN[: Maria watched it Ivan washed the dishes Maria watched I\ail wash the dishes

0)-N P1,11) Maria knows it Ivan has ignored that letter NMaria knows Ivan has ignored that letter

*FOR-NP 1, -'10 It amuses Maria Ivan ignored thle letter For Ivan to ignore the letter amuses Maria

0- NP -[ 0 Maria asked it Ivan ate the cake Maria asked Iv an to eat the cake

0-0-10 I van claimrs it Ivan has written that letter Ivan claims to have written that letter

POSS-NP1 -ING It shocked Maria Ivan ignored the letter Ivan's ignoring the letter shocked Maria

- -NI'1 -INC Maria saw it Ivan ate the cake Maria saw Ikan eating the cake

*0-0-ING It amuses Maria Maria watches mo\ ies Watching mnovies amuses Maria

*~ lhe main verb of the tmatrix clauise determines which clatiSe may be embedded tunder it and,

therelbre. the kind of Connective Transformation that may bie applied in cachi Iartictldar Case.

* (Cn secinty. any Comptuter implementation of the I angUage Generation Piocedti1- r mtISt contain

a list of permissible transfrmations for every verb that can appear in it matrix clauise.

The systemn prevents the generation of the ill-formied sentences by employing tranisformaitional

I ~filters, at third class of operations oti the Transformational Structture, which not only signal (hat a

* certain combination of the transformations will result in an iingramm!falical sentence, but( also, if
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IOSS,,Ilc. slggCst additional rules in order to correct tile OltpUt: Althouglh this papcr v,,ill not

consider such rules in detail, here are several illustrative examples:

(a) If the transformations [HA [-NP-0 and PASSIVE have been applied to kernel senten,.-es K0

* and K fron (19). the resulting sentence obtained after combining the altered kernels is ill-fi rled:

' "Maria is bothered by that Ikan has ignored that letter." lie transloriational filter rejects the

Ingrammatical construction prep-THAT-clause and suggests that the \,ords "the Cict" he inserted

i-i the transformational Structure of the embedded clause. Then. after all the Adjustments have

been applied, the system outputs the correct sentence: "Maria is bothered by the fact that Ikan has

i!,nored that letter. '25

(b) If the transformations 0-NP-TO and PASSIVE are to be performed on the kernels K -

"Maria forced it" and K "Ivan peeled potatoes", the program has to combine the altered kernel
-1.0 "It was forced by Maria" with the altered kernel K1 "Ivan to peel potatoes." 1 lie

transformational filter rejects the resulting sentence: * "Ivan to peel potatoes was forced by Maria"

is ungrammatical. Then, taking into account the semantic class of the main verb firce, the filter

proposes to "raise" the first noun phrase of the embedded clause Ivan to the position of the first

noun phrase in the matrix clause ft the rest of the embedded clause moves to the end of the matrix

clause. Now the resulting sentence is correct: "Ivan was forced by Maria to peel potatoes."

(c) If the embedded clause is very long, the transformational filter suggests applying the

Extraposition rule, a rule which shifts the embedded clause to the end of the matrix clause leaving

the word "it" in its original position in the matrix clause. Thus, the sentence #1 from (21) can be

changed to "It bothers Maria that Ivan has ignored that letter.'0 6

A Family of ten transformations for generating embedded clauses was introduced in this section.

This family is completely defined by the values of three parameters COMP, NP, and INFL and,

therefore, can be considered as a single Conective Transformation whose surface manifestation has

several different forms depending on the values of these parameters.

24. In contrast with the usual transformations, which operate within a kernel sentence, one can analyze transfomnational

filters as interkernel transformaiions because they may operate across the kernels.

25. The noun "fact" is one of the so-calledfactive nouns which include also words like "idea", "report", etc.

?6 We leave aside for now the question of defining "length". Notice, that the Extraposition rule may also apply to short
embedded clauses: "It bothers Maria that Ivan left."
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§7. Othcr Transformations

In this section we will add three new transfliations to the system of (onlmtulaive

!ransformations: F = Passive. T Dative Movement. and T I lhre Insertion. Ihe

definitions of these transformations rcfer to the noun phrase positions in thc liranslornational

Structure: NP NP NP and to their ,exical and semantic values.1' 1. 5' 2'

l~einition;

Passive is a transformation that

(a) Permutes to the left the values of three noun phrases NP ,, NPi1 5 , and NP 2

T I
NP. < -------- NP1 < ------- NP2

(b) Inserts the verb be after the affix of the last auxiliary verb or, ifAUX I do, substitutes

the verb be fir the auxiliary do

(c) Inserts the affix en in [ront of the main verb
(d) Inserts the preposition _b, in front of NP2

27

Consider the kernel sentence K "Ivan gave Maria the bottle" with the Transformational

Structure (22):

((COMI' comip) (NP1 (Ivan))

(I [NSF past) (INI. infl) (AUXI do) (NEG1 negl) (NI"G2 neg2) (22)

(VI: R 11 give) (N P15 (Maria)) (NP 2 (the bottle)))

1 lie IPaemtvc transformation alters the kernel sentence K = "Ivan gave Maria the bottle" into the

scntece 1',(K) = "Maria was given the bottle by Ivan" by cham.ing the I ransfi rniiational

Struoture (22) into:

(WO'(MI) comp) (NP, (Maria))

I [NSF past) (INFI. infl) (ALAI be) (NIGI neglb (NI.( 2 ncg2) (23)

TIN-l'ASS en) (ViR I give) (Ni (he hotlle)) (BY PASS by) (NIP, (Ivan)))

27. In 1I11, dlinliio. when IcI L-I irc I th Ihc oids be. en. and hib' c mc.m clem..nt (1Iti-IPASS he). (I %-IPASS cn). uld
.4-11 ,S h)1 i I [ r 1ln:1cl lI .
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In the ca,,C \hn thcre are onl t%%(o IhI.n phrases in the input kernel sciIncec. to I p Im ute t o

Nil's P 11ans [he saie as to ini elrchange them. In this case our delinilion conic >ns k hr to tile

col\ entional definition of Passive.

The transformation Dative 11ovement changes the kernel sentence K - "!an ga~c Maria Ihe
hbottle' into the sentence IlK) I "l\an c ga\ the hottle to Maria." A ptssihl-2 dclfinititn Of Dative

Movement could refer to the syntactic constituents NPl1 and NI'., in tie I ransl'orniational

Str ture:

(a) Interchange the values of NP1.5 and NP 2

(b) Insert the word to in front of NP2

'I his definition of Dative Movement whon applied to the kernel K giN es the do sired result * (K) 7

I al ga% e the bottle to Maria." Suppose. howe,er, that the Passive transfornil ition is to be applied

to the kernel K prior to Dative Movement producing the Transformatonal Structure (23)

corresponding to the sentence TP(K) = "Maria was given the bottle by Ivan." If Dative Movement

(as it is defined above) is no applied to T(K). the Transformational Structure will be transformed

into:

((COMP comp) (NP, (Maria))
(-I-NSF past) (INFL infl) (ALIXI be) (NEGI negl) (NEG2 neg2)
(EN-PASS en) (VERB give) (NP15 (Ivan)) (BY-PASS by) (DAT to) (NP2 (the hottle)))

The resulting sentence T"DM(T,(K)) is unacceptable: * "Maria was given Ivan by to the bottle."

In order to obtain the correct result we need a different definition of Dative Movement which refers

not to NP-positions in the Transformational Structure, but rather to semantic values of the noun

phrases which indicate the role that the noun phrase plays in the sentence: agent, goal, or theme.

In this paper several transformations which operate on the Transformational Structure of a kernel
phrase marker have been examined: the Question Transformation. Negation (full and contracted),

Passive. and the Connective Fransformation. All of these transformations are defined in purely

syntactical terms: they move, insert, or delete syntactic constituents in the Transformational

Structure. So far, we have seen semantic notions used only in the "decision-making" procedures.

For instance, the system needs the semantic class of the main verb in the matrix clause to determine

wh ich of the Connective Transformations may be applied and what rule should combine tile altered

kernel sentences.
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A

* Dative Movemnent is the only transformiation in our systemi that is defined in sem~antical terms.

sfinition:P

* L'1afiv'e Mtovement is a transformation that

* (a) Interchanges the noun phrase Mhich plays the role of' goal %,.ilh the noun phirise %hInch

plays the role of theme

*(b) Depending on the mit-in verb, assigns one of two values I FO. FOR I to the element PA[F

which will later be inserted in front of the goal noun phrase in the [S b a special adjustment

DA T Insertion

'I he result of this transformation is thait the goal noun phrase will he in th position p~revioulsly

* oxupied by theme noun phrase and the theme NP will be in the position occupIied by goal NP.

For instance, the Dative Alovement transforms the Transformational Structure (22) of the kernel

* sentence K ="Ivan gave Maria the bottle" into:

* ((COMP comip) (NP1 (Ivan))

(TENSE past) (INH., infl) (AUXI do) (NEGI negi) (NEG2 neg2) (24)

(VERB give) (NP1 .5 (the bottle)) (NP 2 (Maria)))

-Then the adjustment DAT Insertion inserts the element (DAT to) into the Transformational

* Structure- (24) resulting in (25):

((COMP conmp) (NP, (I1van))

(TENSE past) (INFI. infl) (AUXI do) (NEGI negi) (NEG2 neg2) (25)

(VERB give) (NP1  (the bottle)) (DAT to) (NP2 (Naria)))

After all the other adjustments have been performed (lie system outputs tile correct sentence "I van

* gave the bottle to Maria."28

- Not only do we obtain the correct results by applying each of two transformauionis Passive and

Dative Miovement to the TS of thle kernel sentence. hut also, our definitions are soA formulated that

these transr'ormiations can he applied in any order. Dative Mloveme'nt can be appliedl to tile

* I ransfornuational Structure altered by Passive and vice versa.

N, In 1he usiml anialsis (,,cc~ Ita ltance. IAkuajian and I ivnv 19751) native Atovemni t ranstorns the sentence ~a
L!.i~c thc Ittiilc itMKaria" lioie hcn~icnUc I-han p.Ie Maria thy biulIe."
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I et us. for examiple. apply Dative Movement to the "I'S in (23) altered by the Pa~sv i anslorniatiOnl.

Ihe nouin ph rase "MIaria" whIlich plays the role of goal is inte rchanged %% it thle nou n ph rase "thle

bottle" which play s the role of t'heme'. Then, thle DAT Insertion adjuistment inserts the prcp( sitionl

to in fronit of the goal nouin phrase "Mai ia" producing theT1S (26):

(C'OMlP comnp) (Nil (he bottlel)7

(TENSE past) (INFI. infl) (AUXI I he) (NEGI negi) (NFG2 nleg2) (26)

(EN-PASS en) (VERHl give) (DA.T to) (NPL, (Mariai)) (BY-PASS by) (NP, 2Ivan)))

I Tie resulting sentence is T1\(T (K)) ="[he bottle was given to Maria by Ivan." Fhe

* I ansforniational Structure (26) can also be obtained if the transf'ormiation IPa~sive is applied to the

I S (24) (that is. after D~ative Aforenu'nt has been applied).

I he flollowing diagram (27) illustrates th 2 comniutativity of these transformations:

DAtive *llovement

*K I% an gave Maria thle bottle---- ------------------ > Il )1 (K) I an gave tile bottle to Miaria

Passive I Passive (27)

Dative to vemient4

.1 I(K) Maria itas given the bottle by Ivan----------------- > The bottle %as gi~en t0 Naria by Ivan

* The I inal transformation to be considered is There Insertion, defined below.

Dfinition:

There Insertion is a transformation that

(a) Substitutes the word thW9e for the the NPI-position in the I'S

29. More precisely. the element (TIm there) of the Transformiational Structure.
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(b) Moves the NP,-position in front of the affix associated with the leftmost occurrencc of the

verb be in the Transformational Structure
!I

As an example. consider the kernel sentence K = "A boy was catingi a cake" with Ihe

Iranslornational Stncture (28):

((COMP comp) (NP (a boy))

(TENSE past) (INFI. infl) (AUXI be) (NEGI negl) (NWG2 neg2) (AI-FIXI ing) (28)

(VERB eat) (NP2 (a cake)))

'here is only one verb be in the TS above, therefore, AFFIXI is the rcquited iffix. After applying
the transformation There Insertion the Transformational Structure (28) will be transformed to (29):

((COMP comp) (Tll there)

(TENSE past) (INFL infl) (AUXI be) (NEGI negl) (NEG2 neg2) (29)

(NP1 (a boy)) (AFFIX1 ing) (VERB eat) (NP2 (a cake)))

The corresponding English output is "There was a boy eating a cake."

Suppose, however, that Passive was applied to the Transformational Structure (28) causing another

verb be to be inserted after AFFIXI:

((COMP comp) (NP (a cake))

(FENSE past) (INF. infl) (AUXI he) (NEGI negl) (NEG2 neg2) (AFIXI ing) (30)

(BE-PASS be) (EN-PASS en) (VERB eat) (BY-PASS by) (NP2 (a boy)))

Here the leftmost occurrence of be in the Structure (30) is the one referred to in the definition of the
transformation There Insertion and the position of the first noun phrasc is moved in front of its

affix:

(a m )MI comp) (TH there) (TENSE past) (INFI. infl)

(AUXI he) (NEGI negl) (N|G2 neg2) (NP (a cake)) (AFIXl ing) (31)

(BL-PASS be) (EN-PASS en) (VERB eat) (BY-PASS by) (NIP 2 (a boy)))

The I ransformational Structure (31) produces the sentence: "[here was a cake being eaten by a

boy."

Consider now tie question of the commutativity of the three transformations introduced in this

sction. It illows from the definitions that There Insertion (focs not change the original disposition

..
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cf the noun phrases NP1. NP 5, and NP, in the lranslormational Structure. Therefore. since ]here

• -Insertion does not interfere with the action of Passive and Dative Movement. it does not prevent

these transformations from permuting or interchanging the noun phrases. It is thus possible to

appl the Passive transformation and Dative Movement after There Insertion. On the other hand.

11aive Movement and Passive may freely interchange the noun phrases in the TS because it makes

no difference to the transformation There Insertion which of the noun phrases is located in the

(IP,-position." There Insertion, therefore, can be applied after Passive and Dative Movement.

Since we have shown that There Insertion may precede or follow Passive and Dative Movement, and

tiat the transformations Passive and Dative Movement are commutative, it follows that all three

ti ansformations introduced in this sectio rn are commutative.

1 he application of There Insertion is restricted to sentences with an indefinite noun phrase in the

r P -position, but the transformations Passive and Dative Movement interchange the noun phrases

it, the Transformational Structure. We, therefore, need a sentence with three indefinite noun

phrases to provide an appropriate example for showing the commutativity of the transformations.

In this case the result of application of There Insertion would be grammatical regardless of the order

of the transformations. Suppose that K -- "A man was reading a boy some interesting stories." If

the three transformations are applied in the order: 1. There Insertion, 2. Passive, 3. Dative
fgp Movement, the result is:

1. After There Insertion: There was a man reading a boy sonic interesting stories.

2. After Passive- There was a boy being read some interesting stories by a man.

3. After Dative Movement: There were some interesting stories being read to a boy by a man.

The reverse order of the transformations: 1. Dative Movement, 2. Passive, 3. There Insertion

produces the following sentences:

1. After Dative Movement: A man was reading some interesting stories to a boy.

2. After Passive: Some interesting stojies were being read to a boy by a man.

31I3. After There Insertion: There were some interesting stories being read to a boy by a man.31

30. There Insertion merely moves the NP,-position in the Transformational Structure to the right.
- 31. We will not give here examples of all possible permutations of these transformations because the commutativity of

/Pas.sive and Dative Movement has been already shown before.
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'This section has introduced three additional transformations that refer to noun phrase positions and

their values.32 The Passive transformation refcrs to the positions NP. NPI . and Ni 2 permuting

their values. Dative Movement refers to the semantic values goal and theme and interchanges the

corresponding NP-positions. There Irsertion moves the NPI-position in the Transfornational

Structure.

Step Three of the Language Generaion Procedure uses the constructed system of optional

commutative Transformations, the set o'conditionally obligatory 'Transformational Filters. and the

Ssdt of ordered obligatory Adjustments t:) "solve" the TASK provided by Step One and Step Two

" a- tl to produce the corresponding English text.

32. Ihe svIem contains other transthrnations, such ;is the Relative transformation, Imperative and 7Tlg Question. but
lit,,' \v not be discumed here.
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AP'IEN)IX 1: Prononinalization

The program GEN which implements Step Three of the Language Generation Procedure "reads"

the input TASK supplied by Step One and Step 'Iwo of the LGP and gen(rates the appropriate

word string. Etch element of the TASK consists of a list of kernel phri.se markers, a list of'

transformaion.i, and a syntactic separator. [here is a one-to-one corrcspo dence between cach

TASK element and each English sentence in the output. Every notn phrase in a generated

sentence derives its lexical ,alue from one of the prepositionless noun frames, NF"'?. NFg'" , or

NF11 11:, of the Semantic Frame Struc:ure. Transformations may interchange the ',alucs of noun

phrases, but the actual word string i; never altered: it can only be transferred into another

NP-position in the Transfornmational St ucture. Therefore. if different phrase markers of the IASK

refer to the same noun frame. each insti.nce of the corresponding noun phrase would have the same

lexical value.

This repetition is awkward and in order to make the text more fluent, the system requires a

pronominalization procedure which substitutes the repeated noun phrase with an appropriate

* pronoun. The choice of the pronoun is determined by two parameters, the number and gender of

the corresponding noun phrase. The values of these two parameters can be computed from the

number and gender of the nouns which are heads of the noun phrases and the conjunctions that

connect them.
33

The pronominalization procedure is activated every time the system "reads" the next element of the

TASK and generates the corresponding English sentence. In order to decide which noun phrase

should be pronominalized, two subsequent sentences, referred to by the names current and

previous, are examined.

Definitions, '

('urrent-NP-list is a list of all noun phrases in the last generated (current) sentence.

Previous-NP-Iisl is a list of noun phrases in the previous sentence.

i're ious-pronouns-list (PPI.) is a list of pronouns corresponding to each element of the previous-NP-list.34

33. In this paper we will not describe the rules that the system uses to calculate the number and gender of a given noun
phrase. For instance, the number of the noun phrase "Ivan and Maria" is "plural", the gender is "indiferent." Or, in the
case of another noun phrase. "the man with a red tie". the number is "singular", the gender is "masculine". Similar rules
can he found in [Katz 19781.

34. All the pronouns contained in the previous-pronouns-list are in the nominative case. But after the decision to
pronominalie a noun phrase has been made, the appropriate lexical form of a pronoun (nominative, objective, or
pi) rcssive) is chosen depending on the case of the corresponding noun phrase.
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Suppose, for example, that the following two sentences were generated by the system:

"Maria suspects that Tania is writing a letter to Ivan. Tania loves Ivan." (32)

In this example we have:

current-NP-list = (Tania) (Ivan))

previous-NP-list ((Maria) (Tania) (a letter) (Ivan))

previous-pronouns-list ((she) (she) (it) (he))

Every noun phrase in the current-NP-list which is also present in the previot, s-NP-list is a possible

(:andidate for pronominalization. But the decision to pronominalize each noun phrase is made only

.fter comparing the pronoun that corresponds to the noun phrase Linder con ideration with all the

other elements of the PPL.

Pronominalization Rule: A repetitive noun phrase in the current senlence is replaced by its

pronoun only if the pronoun is unique in the previous-pronouns-list (that is, no other noun

phrases in the previous sentence has the same pronoun).

!n the example (32) the program will not substitute the pronoun "she" for tht- noun phrase "Tania"

because this pronoun is not unique in the PPL. The Pronominalization Rule helps the system avoid

ambiguity that arises when this substitution is made: "Maria suspects that Tania is writing a letter to

Ivan. She loves Ivan."

On the other hand, since there is only one occurrence of"he" in the PPL, the noun phrase "Ivan"

can he pronominalized, resulting in: "Maria suspects that Tania is writing a letter to Ivan. Tania

loves him. ' 35

The Pronominalization Rule, however, is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the
pronominalization procedure. In some cases complementary heuristic rules must be employed in

order to make the final decision.

35. It should he noted that more than one pronoun is possible in a sentence as long as the Prnominulization Rule is not
siolatcd. I the example is: "Many people suspect that lania is writing a letter to Ivan. She loves him."

L
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APPFNDIX 2: The Parser

This section describes the parser. a program that processes kernel sentences and builds the

corresponding Semantic Frame Structu:es using the three types of templates delined in Section 1 of

this paper:

noun-template (NT) (prep* d t* adj* noun)

verb-template(VT) (tense au, aux2 aux3 verb) (34)

adverb-template (AT) (mod a ]verb)

Fach word in the kernel sentence is always associated with a unique part of speech,3" and, therefore,

w ith a unique position inside one of the templates NT, VT, or AT. We will assume that a kernel

,entence can be represented by the folkcwing sequence of frames: 37

NF i n it ial NF genlt VF NF g°
al NIFthe me NIF fn al (35)

Each constituent in (35) can be obtained by applying the two operations Concatenation (CONC)

ind Conjunction (CONJ)3 8 to the templates NT, VT. or AT in (34). All constituents are optional:

fbr example, the presence of the frames N 179"' and N Fth e e depends on the type of main verb in

the kernel sentence (transitive, intransitive, or double-transitive).

The parser analyses every word in the input kernel sentence, scanning it from left to right and

mapping the appropriate pieces of the word string onto the corresponding templates. The parser

then decides which of the templates should be concatenated or conjoined in order to forn the

necessary noun-frame, verb-frame, or adverb-frame. Because each word in the sentence is

associated with a unique template, the parser starts to create the appropriate type of template

("opens" the template) after examining the very first word in the sentence. The template must be

filled out from left to right. If any element in the template is left unspecified, the parser inserts nil

as the value of this element. When all the elements of the template are filled out, the parser
"closes" the template. Then, depending on the next word and its position in the sentence, the

parser has two choices:

.36. ]he question of lexical ambiguity, that is the case when one word can serve as various parts of speech, is not discussed
in this paper.

37. For simplicity, the adverb frames AFiid, AFmedial
. and AF fi nal are not shown here.

38. These operations are defined in Section 1.
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(a) it either continues the construction of the fr'ame, starting to create another instance ol a

template of the same type, or

(b) it "closes" the current frame and begins to fill out the elements of another template.

thereby starting a new frame.

Here is an example to clarify the procedure. Suppose that the parser takes the following sentence as

input:

"In the evening a young tall man with blue eyes gave Maria a beautiful book and a rose." (36)

riggered by the preposition "in". the parser begins the construction of the tllln-frame NFfIti by

tilling out the noun-template as follows. ((prep in) (det the) (adj nil) (noun evening)). 'he next

word in the sentence is the determiner "a", which indicates the absence of a preposition in the next

noun-template, and, therefore, suggests that the frame (NF ..u ((prep in) (det the) (adj nil)

(noun evening))) should be closed and that the construction of a new prepositioness noun-frame

NFI should begin. This frame consists of the concatenation of two noun-templates:

(N F;wt ((prep nil) (det a) (adj (young tall)) (noun man)
(prep with) (det nil) (idj blue) (noun eyes)))

There is no auxiliary verbs in the sentence (36), and hence the parser builds fiom the verb "gave"

the following verb-frame (VF ((tense past) (auxI nil) (aux2 nil) (aux3 nil) (verb give))) with

the unspecified auxiliary elements. Then, the word "Maria" forms another noun-frame (NFI 0,

((prep nil) (det nil) (adj nil) (noun Maria))). Finally, the parser uses the operation Conjunction

to construct the last prepositionless noun-frame NF"heme from two noun-templates:

(NFheme ((prep nil) (det a) (adj beautiful) (noun book) (conj and)

(prep nil) (det a) (adj nil) (noun rose)))

The Semantic Frame Structure (37) below is the output of the parser after processing the

sentence (36):

I
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((N -0 " ' ((prep in) (det the) (adj nil) (noun evening)))

(N F l  ((prep nil) (det a) (adj (young tall)) (noun nian)

(prep with) (dit nil) (adj blue) (noun eyes)))

(VF ((tense past) (auxl nil) (aux2 nil) (aux3 nil) (verb give))) (37)

(N F ' ((prep nil) (det nil) (adj nil) (noun Maria)))

(N Fht"w ((prep nil) (dct a) (adj beautiful) (noun book) (conj and)

(prep nil) (dct a) (adi nil) (noun rose))))

Let us consider now the problem of closure that arises in two different contexts in tile parsing

1 rocess: the closure of a template and the closure of a frame.

, template is closed after a certain word if:

(a) The next word belongs to a template of another type.

(b) The next word belongs to the same type of template, but corresponds to a template

element located to the lcft of the template element filled last. 9

Suppose now that a template has just been closed. The closure of a template implies the closure of

a frame if:

(a) The next word belongs to a template of another type. (The parser will then start to create

a frame of the new type).

(b) The next word is an element of a noun-template0 but it is not a preposition. (The parser

starts to construct a new preposition less noun-frame).

If these conditions are not satisfied, the parser continues the construction of the corresponding

frame using, depending on the next word, one of the operations Concatenation or Conjunction.

-Ie rules above allow the parser to open and close all the frames in the kernel phrase marker (35),

except the last one, NF ..... The system does not have a syntactic rule which can determine, when

the prepositionless noun-frame NF tIhJn, ends and NF fim" begins. What, for example, should

h appen in the sentence: "Ivan saw Maria with the binoculars"? One possible reading of this

.4 39. Remember that a template must be filled out from left to right.

40, We assume here that the previous template was also a noun-template; otherwise, the condition a. holds.
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* entcnce. where the parser closes the flame NF "'rn and opens NFf" as soon as the prepositi RM

with has been encountered, is represented below in the Semantic Frame Structure (38). It suggests

that Ivan was watching Maria through l'is binoculars:

((NFI" 'g t ((prep nil) (det nil) (adj nil) (noun Ivan)))

(VF ((tense past) (auxl nil) (aux2 nil) (aux3 nil) (verb see)))

(38)

(NFthemfe ((prep nil) (det nil) (adj nil) (noun Maria)))

(NF- 'f ((prep with) (det the) (adj nil) (noun binoculars))))

Another reading of the sentence "lvan saw Maria with the binoculars" Is represented by the

Semantic Frame Structure (39). In this case the parser uses the operation Concatenation to

continue the construction of' the noun-frame NF theme after finding the preposition with. I his

reading suggests that Maria had the binoculars at the time when Ivan saw her:

((NF *':' tr ((prep nil) (det nil) (adj nil) (noun Ivan)))

(VF ((tense past) (auxl nil) (aux2 nil) (aux3 nil) (verb see))) (39)

(NFhNtxc ((prep nil) (det nil) (adj nil) (noun Maria)

(prep with) (det the) (adj nil) (noun binoculars))))

The problem of attaching the last prepositional phrase (ppfini Attachment) requires the use of

semantic/syntactic interaction for its resolution [Marcus 1979] and will not be discussed here.4

The parser described here is restricted to processing the kernel sentences of the general form (35).

However, more complicated sentences with several clauses can also be analyzed by the parser if a

mechanism that splits the sentence into kernels is provided. As an example, consider the sentences

with embedded clauses generated by the Language Generation Procedure with the help of the

Connective Transformations (see Table 1 in Section 6). The use of simple heuristic proccdures (lbr

f example, counting the number of verbs and noun phrases. or searching for certain values of the

complementimers COMP and INL-l.) appears to be sufficient for reconstruCting the kernels (matrix

clause and embedded clause) which form every complex sentence in Table 1. [:or instance, the

41. At this point, Ihc parser makes the decision based on a list of prepositions which "usually" begin a niew notn-fianc
(ie. through).
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sentence ''I an claims to hawe written thatlte' osss ftocass ''I ai cli1 "1' vn 'I i

has \ ritteni that letter''. \\ hich ha\ e been combined by the transtbriiiation 0-0- 1 0. 1 hic possi bility

to reconstruct the kernels allows the parser to process any sentence gencraied b) the Conneclive

I ran formnations.

Suppose that thle inp1)it to the parser 'onsists of sc~ eral con nected sentences :i coiieren tc ' ). 1nd

that at pronominaitiation procedu ire had been employed by the \ riter in oi ter to imtke the tc \,

more fluent. If th is procedur e had beeui accomp~lished obeyinig the 1rnmn~~to Ru/c ,ttct In

Appendix 1. the parser can easily resolve the anaphor i.e. restore the noun, phrasL,, \Nhkh \%cre

erepaced by the pronouns.

Ibhis parser has been used as a front end for Winston's learning systeml [Winst' Hl 19SO]. It trajishites

English descriptions of' situations into descriptions in the extensible-relation represenitation. I tits

repiesentation was suggested by Winston and is implemented in his learning s~steni using a %ersion

of Frame Representation Language [Roberts and Goldstein 1977]. In1 FRI.. an agent-act-themze

comibination is expressed as a frame. a slot in the frame, and a value in the slot. In the

extensible- relation representation, a su pplernentary description node forw an agent-act-theme

combination is expressed as a comment frame attached to the frame-slot-value ti combination.

Suppose, for example, that the following Eniglsh text is the input to the parser:

In the beginning of the story Duncan was a king. Macbeth was a happy
noble. He married Lady-Macbeth. She was a greedy and amibitious
woman. She wanted Macbeth to he king. He also desired to be thle king.
Lady-Macbeth persuaded him to murder Duncan. Soon Lady-Macbeth
decided to kill herself: Macdluff was a loyal noble. He became angry.

- . Macbeth's murder of 1)uncan caused himn to kill Macbeth.

Below follow the frames which were generated after parsing the injput text. Here, AKO stands flor

A-KINI)-OF. and HP -- for HAS-PROPERTY relations.

(DUNCAN (ako (KING)))

* (MACBETH (ako (NOB[LE) (KING (ako-1)))

(hp (HAPPY))

(marry (LADY-MACBETH))

(desire (ako-1))

(murder (DUNCAN (murder-i))))
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(LADY-MACBETrH (ako (WOMAN))

(hp (GREEDY) (AMB 13 IOUS))

(want (ako-1))

(persuade (mrder-i))

(kill (LADY-MACIIHI- (kill-I)))

(dlecide (kill-i)))

(MACDUFF (ako (NOBLE))

(hp (LOYAL) (ANGRY))

(kill (MACBETH] (kill-2))))

(A KO-1I (framec (MACBETH))

(slot (AKO))

(value (KING)))

(MURDI R-1 (frame (MACBE PH))

(slot (MURDER))

(Value (DUNCAN))

(cause (KIltL-2)))

(KILL-i (frame (LADYN-MACBF'tH))

(slot (KILL~))

(value (L.ADY-MACBETIH)))

(KILL-2 (framec (MACDUFF))

(slot (KILL))

(value (MACBETrH)))

II

4I

II
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